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ORDINARY GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
30th, May 2015 

 

REPORT 

The Last 30th of May 2015, EEEI’s members regularly convened met in ordinary General 

Assembly in a room of the CICERONE hotel, via Cicerone, in Rome, Italy at 9:30 am. 

The list of the presents and the represented is given in appendix with attendance sheets. 

The assembly appoints Claude DUVERNOY as chairman of the meeting, Philippe 

JACQUEMIN and Jacques LAUVIN as assessors and Jean Michel ROMERO as secretary. 

The office of the assembly being so constituted, the president put at the disposal of the 

presents on the desk, documents that must be examined: the statutes, 2014 accounts, 

2015 budget, the applications of new members and those for being member of the 

executive committee.   

He reminded the agenda, a copy is attached to the present report. 

First, the president thanks participants who came for many of them from other European 

countries and even further, so marking the multinational character of the institute and 

especially its European implanting.  

 

I.-MORAL REPORT 

The president hands over to Jean Raymond Lemaire, president of the association, to 

present the moral report regarding the activities of year 2015, and also the developments 

to date since the beginning of year 2015.  

EGLE project « European Guide for Legal Expertise » 

This project co-financed by the Direction Justice of the European Commission and the EEEI 

begun in July 2014 and will end at the end of 2015 to propose a guide of best practice of 

the expertise of justice in Europe.  

Until May 2015, four working groups, which has been constituted to develop a project of 

recommendations gathered 42 contributors of 15 countries, held about twenty meetings 

and they each produced their detailed report of proposals. A synthesis was made. 

Those works were presented during the plenary conference which was held on May 29th in 

the courtroom of the court of cassation of Rome, conference which gathered 150 

participants. 

Coming from about twenty different countries. The proposals of the four working groups 

were discussed in the presence of the members of the jury, who now has to develop, on a 

consensus basis, the “Guide of the Expertise of Justice in Europe”, according to a working 

program which was fixed.  
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Mister Giorgio Santacroce, first President of the Italian court of cassation, must be deeply 

thanked for the welcome he reserved to the participants at this conference, and also for 

the encouragements which he formulated for the success of the works of the institute and 

for the necessity to have such a guide.  

The debates which took place during the conference of May 29th, 2015 essentially 

concerned the questions that did not immediately made the object of a consensus in the 

working groups, such as it was presented by the reporters of each of these working groups. 

The jury so has elements of appreciation for the writing of the guide. 

The project plans that following to that, a distribution of this Guide must be made. The 

steering Committee of the EGLE project handles to plan and to achieve this task. 

As a reminder, the steering Committee chooses the method, it appoints within an analysis 

group of texts and available elements, it draws up the questions, it appoints members of 

the 4 working groups, the jury and the analysis group of texts and establishes the method 

of distribution of the recommendations. 

It will obviously benefit from the full support of the Executive committee of the EEEI 

-The membership. 

To date, the institute includes 153 members. It is envisaged that with an improvement of 

the communication this number could reach 200 or 300. 

In this spirit, the website was modified and improved with the inclusion of a new directory 

of the members. 

This directory allows to have more information about the qualities and the activities of the 

members. It will be asked to every member during the new information campaign to 

complete the information concerning him for a better internal and mutual knowledge, but 

also regarding outside concerns. 

The annual management of the institutional members is particularly heavy because every 

modification in the appointments of the persons in charge of the institutions (jurisdiction, 

orders, universities, companies of experts) it is necessary to renew information actions    

and presentation of the activities of the EEEI with the newly appointed governing bodies. 

The Executive committee will have to study if simplifying solutions are possible. 

According to certain national judicial organizations, even though certain leaders of court 

show a big interest for a membership to the EEEI, it turns out that in certain countries, the 

decision to subscribe depends on the decision of higher authorities so that time for a 

response could be relatively long.  

To date, the EEEI works with 70 to 80 institutions, of which all are still not members. The 

objective is to reach a hundred European institutions becoming members. 

-Functioning of the association 

The 2014 activity and for the beginning of 2015 was concentrated on the realization of the 

EGLE project, which absorbed the main part of the resources.  

It is thus essential first of all to widen the number of membership to have more contributors 

in the works of the EEEI, and on the other hand, to find other financial resources. 

-Thesis of Jennifer BOIROT 

For 5 years the EEEI has been participating in the financing of Jennifer Boirot’s thesis on 

the penal psychiatric examination in the cases of sex crime in Europe, compared study ; 

England, Spain, Romania, Sweden and France. 

This thesis will be finished at the end of 2015, and having been defended in October 2015.  
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The EEEI intends to organize later conference to promote these works in some European 

Capitals during conferences gathering magistrates, academics, representatives of the law, 

press. 

This project of conferences is going to be presented to the European commission to obtain 

its support. 

Criminal cases raise multiple subjects of studies at a European level and these 

developments can concern very widely the EEEI. 

-WEB site 

The EEEI made recently a big effort of reorganization of its site, in particular to have a 

good directory concerning the members. 

The site can receive documents in several languages, and we wish to call all the members 

and sympathizers to receive writings of articles to be published on all the works which can 

concern the expertise of justice, civil or penal. 

An information on this subject will soon be diffused. 

-Relations with the European Institutions  

The institute maintains relations with several European Institutions, among which are 

mainly: 

a)-The Direction Justice of the European Commission with which are in progress the 

following questions: 

*Examination of the accounts relative to the EUREXPERTISE project which had 

been co-financed by the commission and by the EEEI. The audit of the accounts is 

made at several levels. The one of March/April 2014 had given rise to a report in 

the end of June 2014 with some requests for precisions. 

*Some developments have to be notified to the commission to obtain its support : 

preparation and launch of the project « principles and frames of the training of the 

experts », « distribution of the Guide of the Expertise », « permanent resources 

of the EEEI”, in particular within the framework of missions of technical support of 

certain governments. The President reminds that the collaboration of new 

members is eminently wished to participate in these new tasks; a call was done 

during the assembly. 

b)-The CEPEJ (committee created by the Council of Europe) is structured in several groups 

of which the so named called group « evaluation of the efficiency of the justice » in which 

participates the EEEI. 

The CEPEJ sent a questionnaire containing about 300 requests of information to several 

European countries and about ten countries outside Europe. Regarding obtained answers 

she published a report of about 500 pages (report published on the EEEI website). In this 

report, approximately 20 questions are dedicated to the expertise. The EEEI is going to 

pursue its interventions in this context, and its voice is widely heard. 

The CEPEJ has another group: The “Quality” group which prepares “guidelines” and the 

EEEI should be associated there, as far as these works have common objectives with the 

“EGLE” project. It is necessary to note that for this group, at present, the expert witness 

is not retained. The EEEI considers however that it should be integrated into the study and 

the recommendation of the common principles to avoid any exclusion. 

c)-The European parliament asked to the EEEI to explain to one of its committee how are 

discussed the point of cross border disputes on the expertise of justice. This subject 

concerns the civilian and the penal. The meeting will take place in June 17th, 2015. (Will 
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participate in it three or four members of the EEEI of various countries). The EEEI will 

expose in particular that the question is not confined to the cross-border disputes, but that 

it represents a problem of general order on the quality of the Justice in Europe. 

On this matter, it will be reminded that the EEEI would be capable of achieving missions 

and conferences of disclosure with diverse European entities and also in conformance with 

the expertise which are ordered in the arbitration procedures, which raise find as well 

capacities of the civil procedure. 

d)-The European Union created a site: "e-justice". This site does not deal with the 

expertise. During the last meeting with the persons in charge of this site, the EEEI 

suggested to create a section of this site dedicated to the expertise of justice. This work 

would join during the EGLE Project and would contribute to its distribution. A meeting is in 

preparation for that purpose. 

The President reminds that the European Commission had delegated a representative to 

the EGLE conference in Rome on May 29th, 2015, she declared herself particularly 

impressed by the quality of the debates, by the importance of the handled subjects and by 

the very high level of the participants. 

He reminds that the Commission did not ask for financial guarantee for its part in the co-

financing of the EGLE project, so showing a particular confidence for our Institute. 

It will be advisable probably to submit the idea to encourage the constitution by country 

of "federations of companies of experts ", what would facilitate the distribution of best 

practice directly with authorized interlocutors. 

e)-Supreme Courts constitute a level of particularly favored and very effective contact. 

These contacts are going to continue. Twelve representatives of these Courts attended the 

conference of May 29th, 2015, and of which the First president of the Court of Cassation 

of Rome, which welcomed this conference, and expressed its full support. 

It is advisable to note that the representative of the Netherlands considered that the EEEI 

was a very good tool and wished to establish a list of European experts. THE EEEI considers 

that the subject is complex and that it is necessary to make a very precise study. 

f)-To be complete it is advisable to notice that some countries have not (or not still) wished 

to join to the works of the EEEI (Denmark, Finland) 

-Financial resources of the EEEI 

The activities of the EEEI, although widely calling to the voluntary work of his members 

and his contributors in the working groups, needs financial resources to face its 

incompressible costs (travels, stays, documentation to be published, translations, thesis, 

administration and coordination of the activities, the place in Brussels, part of the EEEI in 

the co-financing of the European projects. 

A normal budget for these activities should be around 300.000 € / year.  

THE EEEI is going to begin a search for financial contributors at the European level, for the 

creation of events, is also going to make more communication to disseminate its works 

and recruit a larger number of members (from 100 to 300 members).  

Actions can be also led with various European institutions with the aim of paid missions for 

implementing the reforms concerning the expertise. The EEEI could establish as such a 

catalog of typical missions to be proposed, moreover more widely (OECD, World Bank) 

-Strategic plan to 3 years 

With the last current steps of the EGLE project, the EEEI reached a threshold of recognition 

of the relevance of its creation. But from there, the accomplished actions show the 
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importance of the measures among which the implementation can be recommended from 

now on in the countries of the European Union and for a long-term mission. 

Thus it was proposed to the assembly that the Executive committee could work, after 10 

years of existence, on a strategic plan in 3 years dealing in particular with: 

 Financial resources  

 The organization and the structures 

 The internal communication 

 The external communication 

 The creation of regular events in Europe 

 The project management in partnership with the European authorities 

 The succession of the managers 

-New Projects 

The EGLE project continues and will end at the end of 2015 

THE EEEI develops a "pre-proposal" regarding the "training" of the experts to make a 

presentation to the European Commission that could lead to the launch of a new project. 

The penal expertise is to be treated. 

Like it was already set up in a reduced scale, in IT subject, the EEEI is going to study the 

creation of a system of horizontal exchange of information between experts to facilitate 

mutual skills. 

For all these projects, the EEEI wishes to combine new contributing members in 28 

countries of the Union. 

 

The President submits the moral report to the vote of the assembly for the 

members of which only vote 1 ° and 3 ° colleges: 

 

Abstention: none 

Vote against: none 

Vote for: unanimity 

The moral report is thus approved 

 

II. 2014 Accounts 

The President reminds that the accounts of the EEEI are presented according to the French 

standards, the territory of registration. 

Except for the management of the EGLE project, operating expenses represent 7.286 €  

for 34.483 € of operating income, that is a surplus of: 27.197 €. This profit is essentially 

due to the fact that all the activities are placed within the framework of the voluntary work 

of the members and the participants in the works of the Institute. It is noted that the part 

of the co-financing of the EEEI (20 %) to the EGLE project is assured for the quasi-whole 

part by these surpluses of 2014 and 2015. 
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The EGLE project follows normally its budget for a progress on December 31st 2014 of : 

57.931 €. 

Globally liquidities on december 31st 2014 reached 121.077 €, including the advances 

received on the EGLE project and the own capital are : 20.270 € 

 

The President submits the financial statement to the vote of the assembly for the 

members of which only vote 1 ° and 3 ° colleges and asks full discharge for 

committee members executive: 

Abstention: none 

Vote against: none 

Vote for: unanimity 

Thus the accounts 2014 are approved and it is given full discharge to committee members 

executive for their management. 

 

III.-2015 BUDGET regarding current account 

This budget estimates products 2015 to: 31.450 € and costs 7.000 €, that is a 24.450-€ 

surplus. 

The activities of the EGLE project are not included in this budget.  

The President submits the moral report to the vote of the assembly for the members of 

which only vote 1 ° and 3 °colleges: 

Abstention: none 

Vote against: none 

Vote for: unanimity 

The budget 2015 is approved 

 

IV.-2016 CONTRIBUTIONS 

The General Secretary submits to the assembly the vote of the contributions for year 2016. 

The Executive committee suggests maintaining in 2016 the same levels of contribution as 

for 2015, which are: 

in EUROS  minimum maximum 

1st collège 300 € 10,000 € 

2nd collège None 

3rd collège 
100€ (except for Magistrates, Universitaries, students, 

individually : 20 €) 

4th collège 2,500 € 20,000 € 

5th collège None  

Entrance fee is not planned. 

The General Secretary submits the proposition of contributions 2016 in the vote of the 

assembly for the members of which only vote 1 ° and 3 colleges: 

Abstention: none 
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Vote against: none 

Vote for: unanimity 

The contributions for 2016 are approved 

 

V.-MEMBERSHIP OF NEW MEMBERS 

The Executive committee submits to the assembly the membership of new members: 

- " CENTRO OF POS-GRADUACAO EM MEDICINA LEGAL'S ESTUDOS - FACULDADE 

OF MEDICINE-UNIVERSIDADE OF COIMBRA, Portugal, as institutional members, 2 

° college. 

- " Mister VIERA Duarte Nuno, Portugal, representing the center above, as members 

physical persons ", 3 ° College. 

 

-Ms Viviane DESSARD, honorary President of the Court of the work of Liège, 

Belgium, as member of 3 ° college 

. 

The General Secretary submits these applications to the vote of the assembly for 

the members of which only vote 1 ° and 3 ° colleges: 

Abstention: none 

Vote against: none 

Vote for: unanimity 

These memberships are approved. 

 

VI.-ELECTION OF NEW MEMBERS TO THE EXCUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Misters' Claes, Faurie, Piot, Romero and Valdès mamdates come to expiration. 

Mister Faurie, Piot, Valdès do not represent themselves. 

Mister Etienne Claes and Jean Michel Romero represent themselves. 

Besides, the Executive committee received the applications of: 

 Miss Kay Linnell 

 Miss Viviane Lebe-Dessard  

 Rafael Orellana de Castro 

 Dr Yves Adriaenssens 

 Adama Diaw  

 Olivier Coldefy.  

The President thanks the outgoing members for the activities which they were able to lead 

during their mandate and wish that the new elected representatives will know how to make 

their active contributions in the objectives of the EEEI. 

These members are to be elected for a three-year term which will come to an end with the 

holding of the assembly ruling on annual accounts 2017. 
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After presentation of the candidates, the General Secretary submits these applications to 

the vote 1 ° and 3 ° colleges of the assembly, each of the present candidate members 

having refrained: 

Abstention: none 

Vote against: none 

Vote for: unanimity 

These members are thus elected to the Executive committee, and they declared to accept 

their functions. 

 

VII.-DECLARATIONS 

*a)- At the end of the assembly, Mister Georges Moukheiber, President of the regional 

Chamber of the Translators axperts under oath in Alsace, asked for the right to speak to 

make a statement to remind that the translators interpreters are full experts and that it 

would be advisable that it is kept into account, both during the works of the EEEI and in 

all the authorities concerning the expertise of justice. 

The President specified that this subject is complex and that the text of this statement 

would be published on the site of the EEEI. 

*b)-Mister Gérard Wuisman spotted the attention on the expertises concerning the 

administrative disputes and  reminded that it would be good to join this aspect of the 

procedures into the works of the EEEI. 

The President confirmed that the Executive committee shared this point of view and that 

this observation would be taken into account according to the contexts of intervention of 

the EEEI. 

VIII.-FORMALITIES 

The President suggests commissioning bearer of an original of the present report for the 

execution of the legal formalities. 

This resolution is unanimously adopted. 

Nothing more were on the agenda, the session was closed at 12:30 am. 

 

 

 The secretary      The President of the session 

 Jean Michel ROMERO     Claude DUVERNOY 

 

 

      

 

     The Assessors 

  Jacques LAUVIN   Philippe JACQUEMIN 

- 

 


